










Method	1. Locate	 the	 two	ODEs	 –	 one	 for	 the	Ca2+	 concentration	𝑐	and	one	 for	 the	fraction	of	non-inhibited	IP3Rs	ℎ −	in	(Li	and	Rinzel	1994):		 !"!" = 𝑐! 𝑣!𝑚!! ℎ! + 𝑣! 𝑐!" − 𝑐 − !!!!!!!!!!,	 (1)		 !!!" = !!!!!! ,	 (2)	where																																																									*	ruediger.thul@nottingham.ac.uk,	tel:	+44	115	8467913,	fax:	+44	115	9513837	
	 𝑚! = !!!!! !!!!!, 𝑐!" = !!!!! ,		ℎ! = !!!!!!,	𝜏! =  !!! !!!! ,	𝑄! = 𝑑! !!!!!!!!,		 (3)	2. Enter	the	two	ODEs	together	with	the	parameter	values	from	(De	Young	and	 Keizer	 1992)	 into	 a	 text	 file	 that	 is	 compatible	 with	 the	 XPPAUT	format:	dc/dt=c1*(v1*minf^3*h^3+v2)*(caer-c)-(v3*c^2)/(c^2+k3^2)	dh/dt=(hinf-h)/tau	minf=c/(c+d5)*I/(I+d1)	caer=(c0-c)/c1	Q2=d2*(I+d1)/(I+d3)	hinf=Q2/(Q2+c)	tau=1/(a2*(Q2+c))	par	I=0.2	par	c0=2.0,c1=0.185,k3=0.1,v1=6,v2=0.11,v3=0.9	par	d1=0.13,d2=1.049,d3=0.9434,d4=0.1445,d5=0.0832	par	a1=400,a2=0.2,a3=400,a4=0.2,a5=20	done	The	first	two	lines	correspond	to	the	two	ODEs,	the	next	five	 lines	show	the	 additional	 expressions	 of	 equation	 (3),	 and	 all	 lines	 that	 start	 with	
par	 hold	 the	 parameters	 for	 the	 simulation.	 Save	 the	 file,	 e.g.	 as	
LiRinzel.ode.	3. Change	to	the	directory	where	the	executable	xppaut	was	installed	to.	4. Start	 the	 program	 with	 xppaut LiRinzel.ode from	 the	 command	line,	and	you	will	see	a	screen	as	in	Figure	1.	
	





while	for	intermediate	IP3	concentrations	(I=0.5),	the	model	exhibits	regular	Ca2+	oscillations	(B).	9. Clear	the	window	by	clicking	on	Erase.	10. Change	the	IP3	concentration	to	0.5	by	clicking	on	Param	at	the	top	of	the	window,	 enter	 0.5	 in	 the	 first	 box	 labeled	 I	 and	 then	 click	 on	 Go.	 The	outcome	of	the	simulation	is	shown	in	Figure	2b.	11. Change	other	parameters	 in	 the	Param	 field	 to	explore	 the	dynamics	of	the	Li-Rinzel	model.		
Troubleshooting	Problem	(Step	4):	XPPaut	does	not	find	the	file	LiRinzel.ode.	Solution:	 Make	 sure	 that	 LiRinzel.ode	 is	 in	 the	 same	 directory	 as	 the	executable	 xppaut.	 Either	 copy	 LiRinzel.ode	 into	 the	 same	 directory	 as	
xppaut,	 or	 use	 the	 full	 path	 name	 at	 the	 command	 line,	 e.g.	 xppaut 
~/Myxppfiles/LiRinzel.ode.	Problem	(Step	4):	XPPaut	complains	when	reading	in	LiRinzel.ode.	Solution:	Make	 sure	 that	 the	 last	 line	 in	 the	LiRinzel.ode	 file	 is	done.	Also	check	that	the	file	suffix	is	always	.ode.	Problem	(Step	8):	The	stationary	state	(straight	line)	runs	at	a	different	value	of	the	Ca2+	concentration.	Solution:	The	release	strength	of	the	IP3R	in	the	Li-Rinzel	model	is	often	written	as	a	single	constant	 instead	of	 the	product	𝑐!𝑣!	in	Equation	(1).	Make	sure	that	the	factor	𝑐!	is	outside	the	first	bracket	in	Equation	(1).	
Discussion	The	above	protocol	demonstrates	how	changes	in	the	IP3	concentration	generate	Ca2+	oscillations.	This	 is	a	phenomenon	that	a	 large	number	of	ODE	models	 for	the	IP3R	share,	see	e.g.	(Atri	et	al.	1993;	Sneyd	and	Falcke	2005;	Thul	et	al.	2008;	Swaminathan	et	al.	2009).	This	protocol	may	serve	as	a	blue	print	 for	studying	Ca2+	 oscillations	 in	 ODE	 models.	 For	 the	 enthusiastic	 reader,	 note	 that	 Ca2+	oscillations	occur	in	the	Li-Rinzel	model	for	the	above	parameter	values	for	IP3	concentrations	between	0.3552	μM	and	0.64728	μM.	
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